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Introduction
This is a request to allocate a Tamil Supplementary Block in the SMP Roadmap of Unicode.
The Tamil script has been placed in the BMP in the block 0B80-0BFF. Apart from the basic
language character repertoire of consonants and vowels, this block also contains the Tamil
numerals – the digits 0 to 9 and the numbers 10, 100 and 1000. It also contains various
symbols that were formerly used in Tamil day-to-day life to denote generic concepts like
‘as above’ (akin to “ditto”) and ‘number’, calendrical elements like year, month and day,
and commercial concepts like debit, credit and the currency rupee.

Portion of the Unicode Standard 5.1 chart of the Tamil block showing the currently
encoded repertoire of Tamil numerals and other Tamil symbols
However, apart from the symbols currently encoded in the Tamil block for simple numerals
and the above-mentioned concepts, various sources testify that Tamils have used even
more symbols for commerce, agriculture, weights and measures and mathematical
fractions. Some samples follow:
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page 52, South Indian Scripts in Sanskrit Manuscripts and Prints, Reinhold Grünendahl,
Wiesbaden, Germany, 2001. ISBN 3-447-04504-3.
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page 54, South Indian Scripts in Sanskrit Manuscripts and Prints, Reinhold Grünendahl,
Wiesbaden, Germany, 2001. ISBN 3-447-04504-3.
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Symbols for various fractions
http://kanimozhi.org.in/kanimozhi/?p=18 (retrieved 2009-Sep-21)
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Symbols for measures, especially related to agriculture
http://kanimozhi.org.in/kanimozhi/?p=18 (retrieved 2009-Sep-21)
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Requirement for encoding in Unicode
It is thus evident that the ancient Tamils have been very productive in devising and using
various symbols for all facets of life. Though most (but not all) of these symbols have gone
out of current use, they are a part of Tamil heritage and hence the world’s heritage. As
Unicode has encoded many such historical scripts and symbols for their very historical
value, it must also encode these symbols used by the Tamils.

Requirement of a separate block
The existing Tamil block in the BMP does have some space left over in the sixth, seventh
and eighth columns, and in fact has some of these symbols already encoded there.
However, it is evident even by seeing the few samples we have given here, that all the
attested symbols cannot be encoded within that limited space. Therefore we request for a
separate block to be allocated in the SMP Roadmap. Considering the number of these
symbols, we request that the block span at least six columns. A full half-row block might be
preferable seeing as further research may reveal even more valid characters.

Common repertoire of Tamil and Grantha
It should be noted here that many of these symbols are also used in Sanskrit texts written
in Grantha. Especially those for the major fractions such as quarter, half, and threequarters are used in Vedic texts to denote minute timing aspects of pronunciation.
Ancient Tamil culture and Tamil heritage combines the richness of both the Tamil
and Sanskrit languages and the corresponding literatures. These symbols, being a part of
that Tamil culture, are hence used equally in texts composed in both languages. Since
Grantha is the script traditionally used for Sanskrit in the Tamil-speaking region, Grantha
texts also use these symbols when needed.
The Tamil and Grantha scripts have been and continue to be mutually
complementary in representating the two major languages of Tamil culture – Tamil and
Sanskrit. They already share a large number of consonant and vowel characters. It is only
to be expected that they also share the symbols for the numerals and other concepts. In my
recent document “Comments on Mr Ganesan’s Grantha Proposal” submitted to the UTC via
e-mail sent to Rick McGowan on 2009-Sep-11, I have clearly proved based on samples from
printed Grantha texts that Grantha does not use a distinct repertoire of numerals than
those used in Tamil. That Grantha also shares the symbols for the fractions is but an
extension of that. Hence Grantha requires no separate symbols for numerals or fractions.
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Choice of name
The new block may be named “Tamil Supplementary” as the word ‘Tamil’ has in current
usage a broader cultural connotation than the script-specific word Grantha. It would also
clarify the fact that the symbols to be encoded in this block are used in Tamil texts. Since it
is already recognized that Grantha texts use the numerals encoded in the existing Tamil
block, it goes without saying that symbols encoded in a Tamil Supplementary block will be
accepted by the Grantha user community for usage in Grantha texts.

Background of this request and possibility of a future proposal
Recently (2009-Sep-19 02:30 UTC+0530) on the indic@unicode.org mailing list, our friend Sri
Ramadoss M (ramadasan-at-amachu.net) raised this issue of the Tamil symbols for fractions
not being encoded in Unicode:
Refer to Ramanraj's article at http://kanimozhi.org.in about the inability
of Unicode to represent symbols of araikani, kaani, araima, mukkani, maa,
1/4, 1/2, 3/4 etc. used by Tamils. http://kanimozhi.org.in/kanimozhi/?p=18

to which Shriramana Sharma (the author of this document) responded:
Why don't you make a well-researched proposal for the inclusion of these
characters in the Tamil block? I'm sure the UTC will be glad to add these
characters to enable Unicode better represent such characters. … If you
feel

the

existing

Tamil

block

is

insufficient

for

adding

all

these

characters, you can ask for and get allotted in the SMP additional blocks
[sic] for "Tamil Extended" just like Devanagari extended!

after which N Ganesan (naa.ganesan-at-gmail.com) added the following information:
There is an organization working on these issues, http://infitt.org
Please join it & we can look into these points. … As far as Tamil is
concerned, you may know that INFITT has done many proposals now implemented
- zero digit, U+0BB6 (sha), OM sign … INFITT is aware of the archaic and
unused [sic] Tamil fractions, and many symbols of Tamil. … we can list all
of them in an INFITT proposal, & get them encoded all in SMP.

Thus, it is to be reasonably expected that a proposal with further source material and
attestations will be forthcoming in the future. Any and all Tamil-Grantha symbols hitherto
attested and to be attested in the future and which are used to denote concepts beyond the
sounds and words of the actual Tamil and Sanskrit languages may be placed in this block
thereby freeing up the Tamil and Grantha blocks for language content alone.
-o-o-o-
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